
MY
JOURNEY

This booklet will help you to think about
your thoughts, feelings and actions –
how they help and don’t help you in
your life. The exercises will help you to
think about where you want to be, and
the choices you can make to get there.
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Change starts with me...



Leap is an organisation based in London, offering conflict management

programmes across the UK. For over 20 years, we have worked in

prisons, supporting individuals and groups with conflict and

leadership training.

A pen or pencil

Colouring pens/pencils if you have them

An open mind!

What you'll need:

INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

We hope that you get some enjoyment, as well as new thoughts, ideas

and tools from these activity worksheets.

Through these worksheets, you will be able to explore your feelings and

thoughts, and how these can influence your actions.
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Thoughts

Feelings

Actions



"Always stay true to
yourself and never
let what somebody
else says distract

you from your goals."
 

Quotes are great for providing inspiration, setting goals, and more.
What does this quote mean for you? Have a think about this, and

colour in the quote. Add your own sketches if you like!

QUOTESQUOTES

- Michelle Obama
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ABOUT MEABOUT ME

 

3 th
ings I lo

ve about

myself...

3  t
hin

gs I
 lo

ve to
 do...

Someone who is my

role model and why?

What are my top values and

beliefs and why?

W
hat m

akes m
e la

ugh

and w
hy?

Answer the questions about you in the thought bubbles belowAnswer the questions about you in the thought bubbles below
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Imagine that you are given the gift of a tattoo. If you don't like tattoos,
try to pretend that you do!

What will your tattoo be? It should be a picture, design or quote that
says something about who you are, your values or beliefs. Remember,
a tattoo is permanent, so it cannot be removed. 

My Tattoo 
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TATTOO EXERCISETATTOO EXERCISE

Create your dream tattoo in the space belowCreate your dream tattoo in the space below



QUALITIES & SKILLSQUALITIES & SKILLS

A quality that I have is...

A skill I want to improve or
develop is...

quality is... a positive characteristic
that I have, e.g. kindness

skill is... being able to do something
well, e.g. drawing

A skill that I have is...

A quality I want to improve or
develop is...

Write or draw your answers in the boxes belowWrite or draw your answers in the boxes below
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WHAT IS CONFLICT?WHAT IS CONFLICT?
We say conflict is inevitable - it happens everywhere.We say conflict is inevitable - it happens everywhere.

Sometimes it's positive, and can help us to grow. Other times it'sSometimes it's positive, and can help us to grow. Other times it's
negative. But we can't escape it.negative. But we can't escape it.

Me & ConflictMe & Conflict

What words come to your mind when you hear conflict?What words come to your mind when you hear conflict?
Below are a few examples.Below are a few examples.

  What is a common conflict that you have seen or experienced?What is a common conflict that you have seen or experienced?  

CONFLICTCONFLICTCONFLICT

Misunderstanding

Circle the words above that you relate with most.Circle the words above that you relate with most.  
You can add your own words too!You can add your own words too!

Fights

Disagreement

Arguments
Solutions

Love
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INTERNAL ANDINTERNAL AND
EXTERNALEXTERNAL
CONFLICTCONFLICT

Internal ConflictInternal Conflict

External ConflictExternal Conflict

When there are different thoughts
going around in your head, or when

you can't make a decision
 

For example, what to choose from
the menu...?

When there is a struggle,
disagreement, argument or

fight between people 
 

For example, someone gets
pushed in the dinner queue...

There are different types of conflict that we experienceThere are different types of conflict that we experience
in our daily lives...in our daily lives...
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We have written rules in society that everybody knows about. For
example, you cannot drive through a red light. 

 
We also have "unwritten rules."  These are based on personal morals,

beliefs, and principles. Fill in the table below with some unwritten rules
in your life.

 
 

Each of us has thousands of unwritten rules. Remember, someone might
have a different unwritten rule to yours. Sometimes we break other

people's unwritten rules by accident, because we don't know what they
are. We can help to avoid this by communicating our unwritten rules.

 
Think about what your

unwritten rules do for you,
Where do they come from?

 

 

 

CONFLICT & RULESCONFLICT & RULES

Unwritten rule Why do you have it?
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E.g. always knock before entering
someone's room



FEELINGS WORDFEELINGS WORD
SEARCHSEARCH

Can you identify one positive and one negative feeling that you have felt today?
 
 

Hopeful

Happy

Sleepy

Bored

Peaceful

Hungry

Angry

Sad

Draw an Emoji next to each of the feelings above, e.g:Draw an Emoji next to each of the feelings above, e.g:

ActivityActivity: Find 8 feelings in the word search below: Find 8 feelings in the word search below
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UNDERLYING ANGERUNDERLYING ANGER
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Anger1.

4. Fear/concern

2. Hurt 3. Unmet
Needs

What
you can't

see

What
you can

see

For example, when someone
steps into my room without
knocking. Can you think of
other examples?

The feelings that lie
underneath the anger.
For example,
disappointment or
uncertainty. Can you
think of other examples?

What I want/need, but feel I am
not getting. For example, needing
to be respected. Can you think of

other examples?

The root cause of my hurt and anger.  
For example, fear that I'm not worth being

respected. Can you think of other examples?

When we get angry, there is

often much more beneath

the surface. Work your way

from the tip of the iceberg

down to the bottom...



Our thoughts are separate from our feelings, even
though they sometimes seem very closely linked.
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THOUGHTSTHOUGHTS

What thoughts are you having right now?What thoughts are you having right now?  
Write them in the thought bubbles belowWrite them in the thought bubbles below



Often, in conflict situations, the only things
you can change are your thoughts and your
mindset. Try and practice thinking outside

the box...
 

If we can start to change our thinking, we
can change the way we see things.

SECOND THOUGHTSSECOND THOUGHTS

First thoughts 
Think outside of the box, What

are your second thoughts?

E.g. Fruit E.g. iPhone 
APPLEAPPLEAPPLE

BEEBEEBEE

FIREFIREFIRE

Now let's look at second thoughts. Fill in the boxes with your firstNow let's look at second thoughts. Fill in the boxes with your first
thoughts on the three images, and then your second thoughtsthoughts on the three images, and then your second thoughts
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What did you
think of first:

 a positive or a
negative?



ACTIONS: REACTIONACTIONS: REACTION
VS RESPONSEVS RESPONSE

Now we will look at actions. It's important to note that there is aNow we will look at actions. It's important to note that there is a
difference between reacting and responding to a situation...difference between reacting and responding to a situation...
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Both reaction and response can be helpful in the right

situation. Reactions are important for survival. For

example, quickly moving your hand away from

something hot. Responses help us to change unhelpful

habits, for example learning not to lash out when

someone upsets us.

 

Many times, reactions will give us a short term gain, but

this comes with long term costs. Responses often have
short term costs, but long term gains. We will explore

costs & gains in more detail on page 15.

Actions are determined by
others or by the situation 

Blame others - no
responsibility

Little or no
thought

Responsible for
your actions 

Reaction Response

Habit New

No choice Choice

Thought
through

Actions are determined by
the outcome you want



CONTINUED...CONTINUED...
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Read the two comic strips below. On the left hand side, the characterRead the two comic strips below. On the left hand side, the character
reactsreacts. On the right hand side, they . On the right hand side, they respondrespond. What happens next?. What happens next?

Complete both comic strips with a sketch of the outcome.Complete both comic strips with a sketch of the outcome.

A
fterw

ards, y
ou

 can
 u

se th
e n

otes p
ages at th

e back to draw
 y

ou
r ow

n
 com

ic strip
s!



GOAL SETTINGGOAL SETTING

What is a goal that
you can achieve in

the next month?
 

For example:
 Do 10x press ups

every day or finish
my book

My Short Term Goal is...

Working towards a goal comes
with costs and gains. E.g. being
stressful could be a cost, while
giving you a clear sense of
purpose could be a gain. 

It can be helpful to explore the
costs and gains linked to the
goal you have chosen. Have a
think what these might be, and
write some down in the table.

Costs Gains
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What is a bigger goal or dream

that you want to aim for in life?
 

E.g. become a rapper or a
community worker

GOAL SETTINGGOAL SETTING

Now, let's dream big...

My Long Term Goal is...

Steps I will take towards my goal:

1.

2.

3.

What action are you going to take today?
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YOUR NOTES &YOUR NOTES &
SKETCHESSKETCHES
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YOUR NOTES &YOUR NOTES &
SKETCHESSKETCHES



THANK YOU
In this booklet, we have explored our thoughts, feelings and actions.

When we are aware of our thoughts and feelings, we are more in
control of our actions. This can lead to better outcomes in conflict.

 

We hope you have found this booklet enjoyable, and that these tools

will be useful. Our hope is that this resource will support you to

reflect and develop self-awareness. Hopefully the activities have

helped you to identify your goals, and to think about how you will

work towards them.

To learn more about Leap's work, our website is leapcc.org.uk

You can also contact us on 020 7561 3700, or at

info@leapcc.org.uk
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